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Ropeway Station Features

// Detachable System - Main Components

// Detachable Clamp Actuation Rail

Drive system
Framework

Cabins

Conveyor system
Clamp opening rail
Detachable clamp

Detachable Clamp Actuation Rail
The two clamp actuation rails are located at the entry and
the exit of the station. It is used to open and close the
detachable clamp. When the clamp is open it will get
detached from the rope. When it is closed it will be attached.
The shape and design ensure safe and smooth operation of
the detachable clamp. Due to the flexible mounting, the
clamp actuation rail can be adjusted in vertical and
horizontal position for perfect interaction with the detachable
clamp.
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// Clamp Force Controller

// Conveyor Switch

Clamp Force Controller

Conveyor Switch

One of the most important components in a ropeway
system is the clamp force controller which is utilised in every
ropeway station. It monitors the condition of the coil springs
to generate the required clamping force of the detachable
clamp.

Conveyor switches transfer ropeway cabins out of the
station conveyance into the storage and maintenance area
and back. The position of the conveyor switch is
permanently monitored by the ropeway control system. The
ropeway system will stop automatically if the status of the
conveyor switch is incorrect.

The clamping force controller is connected to the ropeway
control system and automatically stops the ropeway
operation if there are inadequate measured values. This
ensures that a faulty cabin never leaves the station.
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// Door Opening Rail

// V-Belt Tensioning Pulley

Door Opening Rail

V-Belt Tensioning Pulley

Ropeway cabins are equipped with automatically operated
doors. The door opening rail opens and closes the cabin
doors automatically before and after passengers board. It
limits the opening and closing forces of the cabin doors and
closes the doors with mechanical locking.

Conveyor tires are connected to one another by V-belts. To
ensure the required tension on the V-belt, each belt
connection is equipped with an individual V-belt tensioner.
This also offers great advantages in the event that a single
V-belt has to be replaced.

As soon as a cabin is locked from the outside, the
passengers can no longer open the cabin doors from the
inside. Incomplete locking of the automatic doors
automatically stops the operation of the ropeway system.
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// Rope Deflector and Conveyor Drive

Rope Deflector and Conveyor Drive

Control Switches

Rope deflector sheaves are used to guide the hauling rope
on and off the open detachable clamp. The same rope
deflector sheaves are used to power the acceleration and
deceleration devices via a V-belt transmission to ensure a
perfect synchronisation with the hauling rope and the
detachable clamp during the detaching and attaching
process.

The entire process of detaching and attaching the
detachable clamp on and off the hauling rope is monitored
by several safety related limit switches and sensors.

This layout also provides the necessary operation of the
acceleration and deceleration devices during an evacuation
process using the diesel hydraulic evacuation drive.
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// Control Switches

The position of the hauling rope and the condition of the
detachable rope clamp is permanently monitored by the
ropeway control system. In the event of a malfunction during
this process, the ropeway system immediately initiates a
stop of the ropeway. This prevents a cabin with a faulty
attached clamp from leaving the station and prevents the
cabins from colliding when entering the station.
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// Conveyor Lifting Device

Conveyor Lifting Device

Conveyor Cover

Conveyor units that are not powered by the hauling rope are
equipped with a hydraulic lifting device. If the function of this
gear-motor-powered conveyor device is not given, it can be
lifted by means of a small hydraulic cylinder. Lifting can be
activated by a switch on the main control panel or manually
by using a hydraulic hand pump.

The safety of maintenance and operating personnel is a very
important aspect. In order to avoid dangers in the area of
the conveyor system with its V-belt drives and moving
clamps, these are covered with sliding or hinged covers.

As soon as the conveyor device is lifted, the cabins can be
pushed out by hand. The conveyor must be lowered for
standard operation of the ropeway.
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// Conveyor Cover

The positions of the covers are monitored by the ropeway
control system in order to prevent the ropeway system from
starting when the covers are open.
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// Inner Platform
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// Outer Platform

Inner Platform

Outer Platform

The easy accessibility of all elevated mechanical ropeway
components inside the station is achieved by a strong
platform with non-slip surface. To ensure the accessibility of
components below the platform, the platform is divided into
sections that can be easily removed.

In addition to the inner platform, the elevated ropeway
station can be equipped with an optional outer platform.
With this feature, every single component of the ropeway
system can be safely reached for convenient maintenance.
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// Station Ladder

Station Ladder
The elevated platform can be reached safely and easily via
the station ladder. The ladder is usually located in front of
the station, but can also be set up in other places if
necessary.
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